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ABSTRACT
This paper addresses the emergence of a common phonetic code
in a society of communicating speech agents using evolutionary
techniques. Predictions of vowel systems of the world’s
languages and the explanation of the Maximum Use of Available
distinctive Features (MUAF) principle are discussed. Other
simulations aiming to answer more complex questions, such as
the use of supplementary phonetic features in large vowel
systems, are presented. These experimental results show how
simple local rules of interaction between speaking agents may
explain some of the universals characteristics of the phonological
structure of the world’s languages.

1.  INTRODUCTION
Explanation of the origin of human language is an active topic of
research nowadays, which remains admittedly speculative.
Nevertheless, the scenarios suggested are guided by a great
number of data, collected in various fields such archaeology and
paleontology.

Currently, languages are classified along some 200 families.
Whatever the language considered, speech production can be
considered like a succession of closing and opening gestures of
the vocal tract, i.e. syllables made up of consonants C and vowels
V. Mainly, the syllables are of CV type, although much more
complex structures may exist (like CVCC) [10]. Since the
thirties, the linguists tried to establish inventories of consonants
and vowels from which languages draw their phonemes. In a later
study, Maddieson and Precoda [10] gathered phonological
descriptions of a representative sample of the world’s languages.
The obtained inventory consisted of 920 possible phonemes
including 654 consonants, 177 vowels and 89 diphthongs. One of
the conclusions of this work is that a majority of languages use
five vowels and, roughly, twenty consonants. Although the
number of combinations C5

177 for V and C20
654 for C are very

high, typologies carried out since Troubetskoy [15] until
Maddieson [9] and Vallée [16] show that phonological systems
do not have an arbitrary structure. It is assumed that these
systems arise from principles of optimisation, making it possible
to reason in terms of universal tendencies of world's language
sound structures.

To justify these regularities, the generativist linguists
estimate that the universal tendencies are axiomatically imposed
without any criterion of naturality. For instance, Chomsky [2]
thinks that the syntax reflects a very complex innate ability: any
child can learn any human language, independently of her parents
language, without making grammatical mistakes which one could
expect if this ability was not innate. According to Chomsky and

its school of thought, human language would have appeared
suddenly, since a genetic modification would have coincided
with the independent appearance of other characters such
conscious control of sound emission. This supposes that
language is based on a kind of universal grammar. According to
this theory, all humans are provided at birth with the capability of
recognition of a common set of distinctive features. During the
first years of language acquisition, this set is filtered in order to
keep only the distinctive features of the mother tongue.

We espouse however a radically different point of view,
which posits that sound system universals emerge from the basic
characteristics of the speech production and perception
mechanisms as well as from the speaker/listener interaction
(cf. [6]). The main notion related to this approach is that of
functional efficiency also found in evolutionary studies, and
means that “nature”  will favour organisms (in our case: sound
systems) that adapt, or fit, the best to the environment (in our
case: that allow the best accomplishment of the communication
task taking into account the constraints of the speech production
and perception systems).

Along these lines, several studies addressed the universal
tendencies of the world's languages, resulting in a series of
prediction models [14, 8, 12]. These models allow, on the one
hand, to predict the structure of phonological systems, and on the
other hand to generally explain why certain sounds imposed
themselves in the world's languages. Nevertheless, neither the
evolutionary processes are approached, nor the aspects related to
the interaction between speakers that are at the origin of these
universal tendencies are addressed.

The central interest of this paper is the study of prediction
models of language sound systems, in particular those that
determine the emergence of phonological inventories from
principles of interaction between communicating agents. This
approach is innovative and relates to other recent works such
those of Steels [13] within the framework of Artificial Life. Our
goal is twofold: first, to model the formation of phonetic
inventories by investigating the basic mechanisms of the
interaction between speakers and listeners and, second, to relate
those mechanisms to the emergence of sound systems.

The “SPEech CommunIcating agEnt Society (SPECIES)”
model of vocalic perceptual exchanges in a society of speech
agents is presented, along with simulation results of two different
studies. The first one concerns predictions of vowel systems with
small number of items. In the second set of simulations, we
explore the role of the principle of “Maximum Use of Available
distinctive Features (MUAF)”  in structuring phonetic
inventories. This principle is invoked to explain why languages
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with crowded vowel inventories tend to use additional phonetic
features.

2.  DESCRIPTION OF THE EMERGENCE
Speech communication can be seen as a sequence of perceptual
objectives “negotiated”  between a speaker and a listener. The
term negotiation in this context means that (1) speakers and
listeners have to agree on a common code, and that (2) speakers
can modulate the physical realisation of the utterances taking into
account the environmental conditions, like noise, and extra-
linguistic information, as long as the listener is able to decode the
message (cf. Lindblom's hypo-hyper scale [7]).

An important question immediately raises: how are the
perceptual objectives negotiated? The answer to this question lies
in a deep comprehension of the physiological and cognitive
mechanisms involved in speaker-listener interactions. Of course,
this is an overwhelming task. In the simulations presented here,
we implemented a simplified version of local interactions
between speech agents, who can communicate using vowel-like,
static sounds.

The main plan is to breed a “society”  of speech agents that
can adapt their productions through local interactions, called
hereafter transactions. For each simulation, the number of
distinct phonetic items (i.e. the size of the lexicon) is fixed in
advance. This is in contrast with other similar recent studies, in
which the number of items can vary during the simulation of a
society of communicating agents [3].

2.1.  Speech Agent
Speech agents in our model are simple agents which can produce
sustained vowels, represented in a perceptual space, which is
composed of subspaces, each one representing a particular
vocalic feature. Although some of these subspaces are
unidimensional (adequately describing vowel features like
duration or nasalisation), we will always consider one of the
subspaces as a bidimensional formant space. Formants are the
values in frequency at which maxima of the acoustic spectrum
occur. It is well known that vowels are well characterised by the
first two formants (F1 and F2) alone, what justify the choice made
in the present study [4].

In a former version of our model [5], the articulatory level
was also included. We decided to not include it in the present
work in order to thoroughly understand both the mechanisms and
the implications of the perceptual level alone.

2.2.  Speaker-Listener Transaction
Each agent of the society has a lexicon composed of a fixed
number of items randomly initialised. Pairs of agents are
randomly chosen to communicate using an item of their lexica.
We define an interaction between two agents as a transaction, in
which one of the agents takes the place of the speaker and the
other that of the listener. The speaker chooses randomly one of
its items and produces it. The listener agent relates the features of
the signal sent by the speaker to its own lexicon at the perceptual
level. Finally, the listener adjusts its items in order to adapt its
lexicon to this new sensed item.

The listener adaptation to a new sensed item constitutes the
critical point of the simulations. Indeed, lexicon convergence, the
key of our problem, depends in a great part on this adaptation.

We suppose that a person who learns a new word (or sound) will
try to first repeat this word (or sound). So, a speech agent, which
perceives an unknown item, will try to repeat it. This is achieved
by moving in the formant space the nearest item towards the
perceived item (attraction), and moving the others away in order
to avoid confusion risks and to maximise the perception
distinction (repulsion). The details are published in [1].

2.1.  The SPECIES Model
The transaction constitutes the central action of our “SPEech
CommunIcating agEnt Society (SPECIES)”  model. The
algorithm of a typical simulation of SPECIES is given by the
following stages. The first one consists in initialising agent lexica
of the population. Then, pairs of agents, which will carry out the
transactions, are selected. At the end of each epoch (i.e., a fixed
number of transactions), the worst individual will be replaced by
a copy of the best one, in order to accelerate the convergence of
the simulations. Lastly, a simulation will end after a few
thousands of transactions. Finally, in order to obtain a statistical
assessment of our results, several simulation runs have to be
done.

3.  EXPERIMENTAL VALIDATION
Despite the striking simplicity of our model, the simulations
replicate well-known phenomena observed in phonetic
inventories of the world's languages. We will briefly discuss the
simulation results of two different studies.

3.1.  Prediction of Vowel Systems
The first one concerns prediction of vowel systems with small
number (<8) of items. In these simulations, the feature space is
composed only of the formant space. We aim to obtain, after an
important number of transactions, a common lexicon for all
speech agents, which will be compared with the universals of the
world's languages.

The main parameters involved in the simulations are the
population size (typically 10 agents), the lexicon size (3-
7 vowels), the number of transactions in an epoch (100) and the
maximal number of transactions (3 000). We ran 40 simulations
for each lexicon size and we computed the mean lexicon reached
by the population. After that, we grouped similar systems
together and plotted each group (which is called here a “system
type”) as a panel in Figure 1. The percentage value appearing
aside each vocalic triangle represents the proportion of each
system type.

As shown in Figure 1, for 3-, 4- and 5-sized lexicons the
society settles mainly to /i,a,u/, /i,e,a,u/ and /i,e,a,o,u/
respectively. These predictions are in accordance with the
statistics of the world's languages [12]. For 6-, 7-sized lexicons,
several different systems observed in the world's languages are
also obtained.

However, it is worth noticing that our simulations produce
vowel systems in which the items are mainly placed along the /i/-
/e/-/a/ and the /u/-/o/-/a/ continua. According to the UPSID
statistics, non-peripheral vowels appear systematically in
languages with seven vowels or more. Central vowels (close to
schwa) were not obtained in our simulations, which is in
contradiction with the statistics of the world's languages.
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Figure 1. Comparison of the vowel system predictions given
by SPECIES and the statistics of the world’s languages

(UPSID Database [9]).

3.2.  MUAF Principle
In the second set of simulations, we explore what J.J. Ohala
called the principle of “Maximum Use of Available distinctive
Features (MUAF)'', which plays a role in the structuring of
phonetic inventories [11]. The MUAF principle is invoked to
explain why languages with crowded vowel inventories tend to
use additional features, like nasalisation and duration, to preserve
distinctiveness. Lindblom [6] suggests the introduction of
developmental constraints to explain why phonetic systems obey
the MUAF principle: acquisition of new forms will be easier
when their associated motor commands overlap with the
previously stored motor patterns. Everything else (articulatory
cost and perceptual salience) being equal, learning a new form
whose components overlap with learned patterns would be
preferable than acquiring one with nothing in common with
learned patterns, since part of the new motor score is already in
memory.

We propose a modified version of our emergent model to
explain the MUAF principle in vowel systems. The goal is to
replicate the fact that once a feature is used, it is explored

systematically before going to the next. As will be clear below,
the features that provide greater perceptual distinctiveness gain
are explored first. The rules of adaptation in SPECIES were also
changed, such that repulsion of different items in the listener
lexicon is not done using an Euclidean distance: only one of the
two features will be used at a time (namely that for which the
gain in distinctiveness is greater).

3.2.1.  Synthetic Example. In order to test this idea, a synthetic
example was implemented, in which the perceptual space is two-
dimensional and limited by a rectangle whose width is four times
the height. The horizontal and vertical axes represent here the
perceptual features. As in the previous case, we ran 40 different
simulations for each lexicon size (3-8 items), stopping at 5 000
iterations. The results, represented as the most frequent grouped
mean lexica, are summarised in Figure 2.

3
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7 8
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6

82.5%
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97.5%

Figure 2.  Progressive exploitation of the second dimension
in systems using 3-, 4-, 5-, 6-, 7- and 8-items.

Figure 2 shows that (1) only one feature is explored with
lexicons of small size (under 4-items systems), and (2)
progressively, a new feature is used for large systems. In the case
of 8-items, for instance, the two dimensions are exploited, what it
is equivalent to a doubled 4-items system. For the sake of
comparison, Figure 3 shows the result obtained using an
Euclidean metric, in which the both dimensions are explored (a)
and that obtained with principle described here (b).

(a) (b)

Figure 3. Results for two different distance functions used
in the computation of the repulsion between items.

(a) Euclidean and (b MUAF principle.

Beyond the simplicity of this simulation, the results reveal
how a particular metric associated with our general model could
replicate the fact that systems are contented with only one
dimension as long as it is possible to explore it. Otherwise, they
progressively exploit new dimensions.

3.2.2.  Additional Feature for Vowels.  A similar experiment
with vowels was realised. We propose the addition of a
perceptual feature, which makes the perceptual space three-
dimensional (two for the formants and one for the additional
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feature). The two previous simulation principles were combined
such that the repulsion of different items in listener’s lexicon is
carried out in only one dimension (either in the F1-F2 space or
along the new feature) depending on which direction provides
the greater gain in distinctiveness. Figure 4 shows some results.
Right panels represent projections of the 3-D perceptual space
(left panels) into the F1-F2 plane. Figure 4(a.1) and Figure 4(a.2)
show a 5-vowel system that is /i,e,a,o,u/-like as in the first
simulation (see Figure 1). It is possible to see that the new feature
is not systematically explored in Figure 4(a.2) contrary to the
case shown in Figure 4(b) which represents a 9-vowel systems.
One could say that this last system is also a variant of /i,e,a,o,u/
but the interesting point is that, like shown in Figure 4(b.1),
vowels tend to use the additional feature and that is quite clear
for /i/, /a/, /e/ and /u/. The same observation could be done with
the 12-vowel system represented by Figure 4(c) since an
additional feature is recruited for 5 vowels.

(1) (2)

(a)

(b)

(c)

F2

F1

Figure 4. Final lexica for simulations in an extended perceptual
space, composed of the formant space and an additional feature:

(a) 5 vowels, (b) 9 vowels and (c) 12 vowels.

4.  CONCLUSION
The SPECIES model is a platform of exchanges of vowels within
a community of speech agents. The obtention of a common
vowel lexicon shared by all the agents is a consequence of the
cooperation aspects inherent to the exchanges between the
agents. Validation experiments related to the prediction of vowel
systems were conducted. The predictions obtained are in
accordance with the statistics of the world’s languages. In spite of
its predictive power, this model is not yet fully realistic. In the
future, an articulatory model of speech production, as well as
more complex linguistic units like syllabic consonant-vowel
transitions may be incorporated to SPECIES. In the short run, the
current configuration of the model could be exploited, with

minimal modifications, in order to simulate geographical effects,
like the appearance of dialects. These effects could appear by
placing the agents on a grid, and by restricting the
communications of each agent to its vicinity. Finally, we think
that the above results on vowels universals support the
hypothesis that language is a phenomenon which is created
actively by speakers and listeners, evolving under functional
constraints, like exchanges and cooperations based on perceptual
distinctiveness.
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